Non-Destructive Damage Evaluation Based on Static Response for Beam-like Structures Considering Shear Deformation
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Abstract: Shear deformation plays an important role in certain structures, and neglecting shear deformation can affect the accuracy of structural response. This paper proposes a non-destructive damage evaluation method that considers shear deformation, based on static response, for identifying corrosion in beam-like structures. The influence of shear deformation on nodal displacement for simply supported beams with different cross-sections was analyzed. The results indicate that even small errors yield inaccurate identification results when neglecting shear deformation. To solve this problem, analytical displacements of the structure were determined based on the Timoshenko beam theory, and the objective function was established. Additionally, the damage identification results were obtained by minimizing the objective function using the interior point method. Several progressively complex examples were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in identifying damage in beam-like structures.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of bridge construction, and bridges have become vital components involved in transporting infrastructure. Over time, in-service bridges will inevitably be damaged due to material aging, harsh natural environments, increasing traffic demands, as well as other extreme events, resulting in damage to the beam structure [1]. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Infrastructure Report Card rates the bridge infrastructure in the United States as a C, with 7.5% of bridges being deemed structurally deficient [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to implement safety assessments effectively throughout the entire life cycle of bridges to ensure their integrity and reduce accident losses. Non-destructive damage evaluation (NDE) aims to identify damages in structures as early as possible to enable the taking on of appropriate measures to prevent further damage and avoid catastrophic failure. NDE provides a scientifically feasible solution for detecting the presence of damage in civil engineering structures [3–5].

Damage in the structure will lead to changes in some material parameters, such as cross-sectional area, moment of inertia, elastic modulus, and stiffness, thus affecting changes in structural static and dynamic properties, such as displacement, strain, mode shape, and natural frequency [6,7]. These damages can be identified by non-destructive testing of the structural response. According to different load cases, these tests can be divided into dynamic tests [8–10] and static tests [11–14].

The advantage of static-based NDE methods may include simplicity and effectiveness as they can provide high-precision results for structural damage identification. The NDE method based on the static response has attracted the attention of many scholars. Sanayei et al. [15,16] have been committed to structural parameter identification and damage assessment based on the static response, obtaining formulas for estimating structural parameters
from static strain and conducting NDE on structures. Moreover, Xiao et al. [17,18] identified the damage for the truss structures using static response and proposed a stiffness separation method to simplify the damage identification of large-scale space truss structures. Deng et al. [19] proposed a damage identification method based on the correlation of the probability distribution of the quasi-static response data. This proposed method is validated by monitoring the strain and tension of bridge structures, and the results show that the method has good accuracy and robustness in identifying bridge structural damage. Zhu et al. [20] also proposed a method to identify structural damage based on the influence line of a sensor and an empirical Bayesian threshold estimator. This method utilizes the quasi-static displacement influence line to obtain displacement readings and infer load effects on the bridge. The accuracy of the method was verified through numerical simulation and field tests on bridges. Le et al. [21] investigated a new method for locating and quantifying damage in Euler–Bernoulli beams using the principle of static deflection changes. The effectiveness and reliability of this method have been verified through numerical simulations and experiments on multiple types of beams. Ma et al. [22] proposed a two-step non-model-based damage localization and quantification method to study the identification of beams. By using the static deflection changes caused by damage, the location of the damage is determined, and the crack depth is evaluated based on the characteristic expression of the rotational spring model. Numerical examples were used to verify that the proposed method can accurately locate and quantify the existing damage in the beam. Feng et al. [23] utilized static shear energy to detect damage in beam-like structures. They conducted simulated experiments using structural deflection data as measurement points on concrete beams with single and multiple damages, and the results showed that the algorithm provided a simple and effective method for locating defects in beam-like structures.

Beams are one of the most fundamental structural elements. The commonly employed theories for modeling the behavior of beams consist of the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and the Timoshenko beam theory. The Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is often used in the analysis of long and slender beam structures, while the Timoshenko beam theory considers the effects of transverse rotatory inertia and shear deformation, so it is commonly used in the analysis of short and thick beam structures [24]. The classical Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is simplified in its analysis, while the Timoshenko beam theory provides a more accurate structural response [25–27]. In most cases, the impact of shear deformation on the structure is significantly smaller than that of the flexural one. Therefore, some studies tend to ignore the effect of shear deformation on the structure to simplify the calculation. However, in certain structures, such as deep beams, shear deformation may play a critical role [28,29]. In such structures, ignoring the impact of shear deformation on the structure may lead to some unreasonable rough results of measured data or model data in the structural analysis. Several studies revealed that even small variations in the model parameters or measurement data can lead to large errors in the identified damage locations and severities [30–32].

For this purpose, the NDE method based on the static response for beam-like structures was proposed in this paper, which considered the influence of shear deformation. Firstly, the NDE method and a principle based on static displacement response were introduced, and the influence of shear deformation during the process was also discussed. Then, an analysis was conducted on the effect of shear deformation on the nodal displacement response of a simply supported beam structure with different cross-sectional shapes and different damage scenarios. The proposed method was used for identifying corrosion in the beam elements of the structure, demonstrating its effectiveness and accuracy. Finally, the method was applied to the more complex beam-like structure for damage identification, and conclusions were drawn based on the results.
2. Formulation for Damage Identification

2.1. Element Stiffness Matrix Based on Timoshenko Beam Theory

Each node has three degrees of freedom (DoFs) in the 2D analysis, and the order of the stiffness matrix, $k'$, is $6 \times 6$ for a beam element with a uniform cross-section. In the element stiffness matrix of the Timoshenko beam theory, a dimensionless quantity dependent on the cross-sectional shape is provided as the shear coefficient, $K_s$. Based on published literature [33,34], the stiffness matrix of elements based on the Timoshenko beam theory can be expressed as follows:

$$
k' = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{E A}{L} & 0 & 0 & -\frac{E A}{L} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{12,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & 0 & -\frac{12,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} \\
0 & \frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{E I(4+\Gamma)}{L(1+\Gamma)} & 0 & 0 & -\frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} \\
-\frac{E A}{L} & 0 & 0 & \frac{E A}{L} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{12,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & 0 & \frac{12,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & -\frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} \\
0 & \frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{E I(2-\Gamma)}{L(1+\Gamma)} & 0 & -\frac{6,E I}{L(1+\Gamma)} & \frac{E I(4+\Gamma)}{L(1+\Gamma)}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

In Equation (1), $E$, $I$, $A$, and $L$ are the elastic modulus, the moment of inertia, the cross-sectional area, and the length of the member, respectively. The coefficient $\Gamma$ is known as the shear parameter, and can be expressed as

$$
\Gamma = \frac{12EI}{GAsL^2}
$$

where $G$ represents the shear modulus of the material, and $A_s$ denotes the shear area, which is related to the shear coefficient, $K_s$. It should also be noted that different cross-sectional shapes have different values of $A_s$. For instance, for a rectangular cross-section, $A_s$ equals $5/6$ times the cross-sectional area $A$, while for a wide flange cross-section, $A_s$ is calculated as the product of the thickness of the web and the width of the flange [35]. When the shear parameter ($\Gamma$) is equal to 0, Equation (1) reduces to the matrix that disregards shear deformation, i.e., the stiffness matrix of elements based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory.

2.2. Objective Function

The presented NDE method for identifying damages is founded on the stiffness method, which is an effective method for structural analysis. Since the physical parameters of the structure (such as the moment of inertia, cross-sectional area, and elastic modulus) are contained within the stiffness matrix, any damage to the structure may alter these parameters and can, consequently, affect the structural response. Therefore, any changes in the structural response can be utilized to identify these parameters. If the external force applied to the structure during non-destructive testing is known and some displacements have been accurately measured, then the stiffness method can be utilized to determine the values of unknown parameters. This process is also known as inverse analysis [36,37]. Assuming that some physical parameters in Equation (1) are unknown, the relationship between the structural stiffness matrix, displacements, and forces can be expressed as follows:

$$Q = KD
$$

where $Q$ represents the global forces; $K$ is the global stiffness matrix of the entire structure, which is obtained by assembling the stiffness matrices, $k'$, of all elements; and $D$ represents the global displacements.

The objective function for damage identification can be defined as the discrepancy between analytical displacement and measured displacement, and the objective function can be expressed as

$$f = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( D_m^i - D_a^i \right)^2
$$
In Equation (4), $D_{mi}^j$ represents the $i$th measured displacement and $D_{ai}^j$ represents the $i$th analytical displacement. The measured displacements and analytical displacements can be obtained by solving Equation (3). Furthermore, the unknown parameter can be obtained by minimizing the objective function. In this study, the interior point method was employed for optimizing the objective function, which is known for its superior computational speed, precision, and stability in tackling complex optimization problems [38].

2.3. Analysis Method for Damage Identification Results

The results of damage identification can be analyzed using mean relative error (MRE), which is a metric commonly used to evaluate the accuracy and precision of an estimation method [39]. The MRE measures the average percentage difference between the identified value and the actual value, which can be calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{MRE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{|d_i - d_i^*|}{d_i} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In Equation (5), $N$ is the number of damaged elements, $d_i$ is the $i$th actual corrosion depth, and $d_i^*$ is the $i$th optimal value obtained by optimizing the objective function.

3. Effect of Shear Deformation on Nodal Displacement of a Simply Supported Beam

Figure 1 shows a three-element simply supported beam model, where the number of elements is denoted within the box, the number of nodes in the circle, and the DoFs of each node are represented by the number next to the arrow.

![Simply supported beam with three elements.](image)

The beam under consideration has a length of 4.5 m and is modeled with three beam elements and four nodes, where each element length is set at 1.5 m. The modulus of elasticity ($E$) is 206 GPa and the shear modulus of the material ($G$) is 79.23077 GPa. According to the boundary conditions of the structure, node 1 restricts horizontal and vertical displacement, while node 4 only restricts vertical displacement. The external forces are applied as concentrated vertical forces of $-50$ kN at nodes 2 and 3. For analysis and comparison, two different cross-sectional shapes were considered, along with six varied damage scenarios. The dimension parameters of the cross-sectional shapes of the structure are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Depth $h$ (mm)</th>
<th>Width $b$ (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness $t_f$ (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness $t_w$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wide flange cross-section</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular cross-section</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data presented in Table 1 indicate that the wide flange cross-section and the rectangular cross-section have the same depth and width dimensions, resulting in the same depth-to-span ratio ($h/L$) of 0.033 for the structure.
Assuming that the beam elements are subjected to corrosion in the cross-sectional area, Table 2 presents the corresponding corrosion depths specified for each scenario from Scenario 1 to Scenario 6.

Table 2. Damage scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Element 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 2 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 3 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents six distinct damage scenarios, with Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 involving damage to a single beam element, and Scenarios 4, 5, and 6 involving damage to two beam elements. The numbers in the table represent the corrosion depth of the beam elements.

The nodal displacements under six different damage scenarios were analyzed using the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and the Timoshenko beam theory, respectively. Considering the large vertical displacement response of the simply supported beam structure, the relative errors in nodal displacements at DoFs 5 and 8 under different damage scenarios were analyzed. Figure 2 illustrates the relative error of vertical displacement based on two different beam theories. Specifically, Figure 2a displays the relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 5 for simply supported beams with wide flange cross-section and rectangular cross-section, while Figure 2b displays the relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 8 for the same structure.

![Relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 5.](image1)

![Relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 8.](image2)

(a) Relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 5.  (b) Relative errors in nodal displacement at DoF 8.

Figure 2. Relative errors in nodal displacement under different damage scenarios.

From Figure 2a,b, it can be observed that shear deformation affects the nodal displacements of simply supported beams with wide flange cross-section and rectangular cross-section. For the simply supported beam with a wide flange cross-section, the relative errors in nodal displacements induced by shear deformation exhibit a variation under different damage scenarios. In particular, under Scenario 5, the maximum relative error is observed, with relative errors in DoFs 5 and 8 being 2.04% and 2.12%, respectively.

4. Damage Identification of Beam-like Structures Considering Shear Deformation

4.1. Example 1: Simply Supported Beam with Three Elements

Based on the discussion in the previous section, it is clear that shear deformation induces errors in the calculation of nodal displacements, and the impact of these errors on damage identification needs to be investigated further. This section focuses on investigating damage identification for the simply supported beam structure shown in Figure 1, which has the wide flange cross-section and the rectangular cross-section, as specified in Table 1. These structures are subjected to different damage scenarios, as listed in Table 2. Two different beam theories, the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and the Timoshenko beam theory, are
used for damage identification. In this study, the measured displacements for DoFs 5 and 8 were calculated based on the Timoshenko beam theory. Following the methodology presented in Section 2, the analytical displacements were obtained. Subsequently, the objective function shown in Equation (4) was established to identify the corrosion depth of beam elements. The interior point method was applied to optimize the objective function based on the current damage condition and cross-sectional dimensions of the beam elements, with boundary conditions set to zero and two with a starting point of one.

Table 3 presents the identification results for simply supported beams with wide flange cross-sections, including the iterations of objective functions based on both the Timoshenko beam theory and the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, as well as the optimal value of the identified corrosion depth.

Table 3. Identification results of the simply supported beam with a wide flange cross-section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Beam Theory</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Element 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 2 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 3 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data in Table 3, it can be observed that the damage identification results obtained based on the Timoshenko beam theory are consistent with the corrosion depths given in Table 2. However, for Scenario 1 to Scenario 6, the damage identification results based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory show different degrees of deviation from the actual damage situation. The most significant errors in damage identification results occurred in Elements 1 and 3, with corrosion depths of 0.89 mm and 1.08 mm in Scenarios 1 and 3, respectively.

Table 4 presents the identification results for the simply supported beam with a rectangular cross-section.

Table 4. Identification results of the simply supported beam with a rectangular cross-section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Beam Theory</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Element 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 2 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 3 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Timoshenko</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euler–Bernoulli</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similar to previous findings, the data in Table 4 leads to the following conclusions: The damage identification results obtained based on the Timoshenko beam theory are consistent with the actual values of corrosion depth (Table 2). However, the damage identification results obtained based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory seem to have greater errors, especially for the identification of Element 2, where the corrosion depths in Scenarios 2, 4, and 6 are 1.28 mm.

To further analyze the obtained data, MRE analysis was conducted on the results obtained based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. Table 5 shows the MRE of the damage identification results obtained based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory for two simply supported beams with different cross-sectional shapes.

Table 5. The MRE of the results based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Wide Flange Cross-Section</th>
<th>Rectangular Cross-Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.93%</td>
<td>27.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>6.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.62%</td>
<td>21.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
<td>3.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.55%</td>
<td>14.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.01%</td>
<td>3.49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5, it can be observed that for the simply supported beam with rectangular and wide flange cross-section, the largest MREs are 27.70% and 10.93%, respectively. In conclusion, it can be confirmed that the method based on the Timoshenko beam theory effectively improves the accuracy of damage identification results for simply supported beams with two different cross-sectional shapes.

4.2. Example 2: Simply Supported Beam with Five Elements

To further validate the proposed method, the simply supported beam depicted in Figure 3 was examined.

Figure 3. Simply supported beam with five elements.

The beam has a length of 1.5 m and consists of five beam elements and six nodes, with each element being 0.3 m in length. According to the boundary conditions of the structure, node 1 restricts horizontal and vertical displacement, while node 6 restricts only vertical displacement. The material properties of this example correspond to that of the structure, discussed in Section 4.1, with a rectangular cross-section shape (see Table 1). Moreover, two concentrated vertical forces of −100 kN were applied separately to nodes 2 and 5, and the damage scenarios of the structure are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Damage scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Element 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 2 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 3 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 4 (mm)</th>
<th>Element 5 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 provides three different scenarios of damage, where Scenario 1 involves damage to two beam elements, Scenario 2 involves damage to three beam elements, and Scenario 3 involves damage to four beam elements.

The proposed damage identification method, which takes into account shear deformation, is employed to identify damage in the structure. The objective function was formulated based on nodal displacements of DoFs 5, 8, 11, and 14. The boundary conditions of the interior point method range from 0 to 2, and the starting point is one. Figure 4a–c illustrate the identification results of corrosion depth for Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3, respectively.

![Image](a) Identification results of corrosion depth for Scenario 1, (b) Identification results of corrosion depth for Scenario 2, (c) Identification results of corrosion depth for Scenario 3

**Figure 4. Identification results of corrosion depth for different scenarios.**

The horizontal axis of Figure 4 represents the number of iterations, and the vertical axis represents the corrosion depth of the beam elements. Additionally, the dashed lines indicate the actual corrosion depth of each element. As can be seen from Figure 4a, the objective function of Scenario 1 terminates after 24 iterations, and the final identification results of elements 1 and 4 match the actual corrosion depths perfectly. In Figure 4b, the objective function for Scenario 2 terminates after 46 iterations, and the damage of elements 2, 4, and 5 are successfully identified. Figure 4c shows the damage identification process for Scenario 3, where the objective function terminates after 53 iterations and the damage of all four beam elements is identified.

From the results presented in Figure 4, it can be concluded that the proposed method can effectively identify the damage of simply supported beams. Furthermore, Scenario 3 achieves the highest number of iterations among the three scenarios.

To provide a more intuitive display of the accuracy of damage identification, Figure 5 shows the trend of the MRE changes with iterations for Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3.
From Figure 5, it can be observed that the MRE decreases as iterations increase for all scenarios, indicating that the proposed damage identification method converges to a satisfactory solution.

4.3. Example 3: Simply Supported Overhanging Beam with Five Elements

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a simply supported overhanging beam was studied. Figure 6 depicts the model used for identification, which is a simply supported overhanging beam with a length of 1.8 m, composed of six nodes and five beam elements.

Figure 6. Simply supported overhanging beam with five elements.

The material properties for this beam were the same as those used in previous examples, with a rectangular cross-sectional shape (see Table 1). The applied external forces consisted of concentrated vertical forces at nodes 1, 5, and 6, with magnitudes of $-50$ kN, $-50$ kN, and $-100$ kN, respectively. The damage scenarios of the structure are shown in Table 6.

The nodal displacements at DoFs 2, 5, 14, and 17 were selected as the necessary data for establishing the objective function. Figure 7a–c illustrate the identification process of three different damage scenarios using the objective function established based on the method that accounts for shear deformation.
From Figure 7, it can be observed that the proposed damage detection method that accounts for shear deformation successfully identified the corrosion depths for all three damage scenarios. For damage Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, the objective function was iterated 25, 33, and 46 times, respectively, to complete the damage identification for two beam elements, three beam elements, and four beam elements.

The MRE of corrosion depth identification results for three different damage scenarios are given in Figure 8.

Figure 8 clearly shows the variation of MRE with iterations for all three damage scenarios, which eventually decrease to near-zero values. This indicates that the proposed method successfully identified structural damage in all scenarios, confirming its effectiveness and accuracy.

5. Conclusions

Overall, this paper proposed a non-destructive evaluation method based on the static response, which takes into account shear deformation to identify the corrosion in beam-like structures. Simply supported beams with a wide flange cross-section and a rectangular cross-section were used to demonstrate the influence of shear deformation on the nodal displacement response of structures. This example showed that the effect of shear deformation on the nodal displacements of simply supported beams is significant. Although the errors in nodal displacements caused by shear deformation in the simply supported beam with a rectangular cross-section may not be noticeable, it is enough to affect the accuracy of damage identification results. To investigate the influence of shear deformation on the accuracy of identification results, damage identification methods based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory and the Timoshenko beam theory were employed for this structure. The results showed that considering shear deformation effectively improved the accuracy of damage identification.

The proposed method was also applied to the complex beam-like structures to verify the accuracy, applicability, and effectiveness of damage identification. The results demonstrated that the method successfully identified the scenarios of damage for the beam-like structures.
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